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Introduction
Ulnar styloid fractures co-occur in about half of 
all distal radius fractures, but are often treated 
non-operatively. The exact location of ulnar 
styloid fractures at which instability of the DRUJ 
occurs is not clearly defined, nor does an 
algorithm exist for determining which ulnar 
styloid fractures should be repaired when 
performing open reduction and internal fixation 
of distal radius fractures. The purpose of this 
cadaveric study was to determine how different 
levels of ulnar styloid osteotomies affect 
radiographic measurements of instability, and to 
determine which radiographic views most 
reliably detect signs of DRUJ instability.

Methods
Six fresh-frozen cadavers underwent sequential 
ulnar styloid osteotomies: styloid tip, styloid base, 
and the subchondral surface of the ulnar head. PA 
and lateral stress-radiographs in both supination 
and pronation were obtained at each osteotomy 
level. Radiographic measurements of DRUJ gap 
and dorsal subluxation of the ulna were made and 
compared across specimens using one-way 
ANOVAs and post-hoc Tukey Honest Significant 
Difference tests.

Results
The supinated PA and pronated PA radiographs 
demonstrated a significant increase in the DRUJ 
gap after the ulnar styloid base osteotomy was 
made. On the lateral radiographs, no 
differences in dorsal ulnar subluxation were 
seen between any groups. Results are 
summarized in Figure 1.

Conclusion
This study provides radiographic evidence that 
only fractures at or proximal to the ulnar 
styloid base demonstrate a measurable 
increase in DRUJ instability. It also confirms 
that lateral radiographs are not reliable in 
measuring dorsal ulnar subluxation to detect 
DRUJ instability. Fractures proximal to and 
involving the ulnar styloid base should be 
seriously considered for fixation when 
performing open reduction and internal 
fixation of distal radius fractures. 

Figure 1. A) On pronated PA radiographs, significant differences in DRUJ gap were 
found between the following comparisons:  normal-styloid base (**), normal-
ulnar head (*), tip-styloid base (##), and tip-ulnar head (#). B) On supinated PA 
radiographs, significant differences in DRUJ gap were found between the 
following comparisons:  normal-styloid base (**), normal-ulnar head (*), tip-
styloid base (##), and tip-ulnar head (#). C) On pronated lateral radiographs and 
D) on the supinated lateral radiographs, no significant differences in dorsal 
displacement of the ulna were found. Whiskers denote maximum and minimum 
range, boxes denote interquartile (25%-75%) range, and lines denote the median.
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